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Abstract
We use an orthonormal frame approach to provide a general framework for the first order
hyperbolic reduction of the Einstein equations coupled to a fairly generic class of matter
models. Our analysis covers the special cases of dust and perfect fluid. We also provide
a discussion of self-gravitating elastic matter. The frame is Fermi-Walker propagated and
coordinates are chosen such as to satisfy the Lagrange condition. We show the propagation
of the constraints of the Einstein-matter system.
1 Introduction
Einstein’s theory of General Relativity provides us with the most appropriate tool for studying
the dynamics of self gravitating objects. It is therefore of clear interest to study the structural
properties of the Einstein field equations and to provide a framework for studying their solutions.
The Cauchy problem (or, initial value problem) provides a setting for the analysis of generic
solutions to the field equations parametrised in terms of the initial conditions —for details, see
[7, 16, 23]. In particular, one is interested in showing that the Einstein equations admit a well-
posed initial value formulation [25]. The standard strategy to address this issue is to show
that the Einstein equations imply evolution equations that are on a hyperbolic form. Physical
considerations associated to causality lead to the expectation of the Einstein equations admitting a
hyperbolic formulation despite the fact that the immediate form of the equations is not manifestly
hyperbolic due to general covariance. Thus, it is necessary to find a subset of the Einstein
equations which indeed admits hyperbolicity. This procedure is called hyperbolic reduction —see
[20] and [14] for details; for an overview of the different reduction methods, see [24].
The well-posedness of the vacuum Einstein equations was first shown in [13] —and later in the
case for dust and the Einstein-Euler by the same author [12]. These results were obtained using
a harmonic gauge to reduce the field equations to a form which is second order hyperbolic (Leray
hyperbolicity). In [2] this method is extended to show existence of solutions locally for a self-
gravitating, relativistic elastic body with compact support. Furthermore, in [9] well-posedness
of a viscous fluid coupled to the Einstein equations is presented and in [11] a viable first order
system is constructed. In [17] the concept of first order symmetric hyperbolic (FOSH) equations
was developed. The same author showed later [18] that the Einstein-Euler system could be put
on a FOSH form. In [15] a different approach, which makes use of a formulation in terms of frame
fields, is employed to construct evolution equations for the Einstein-Euler system which also are
on the form of a FOSH system. This method has the advantage that the reduced equations are
symmetric hyperbolic while still maintaining a Lagrangian form —which is important in order to
keep track of a boundary in the case of matter distributions with compact support.
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As is made clear by the discussion above, it has been customary up until now to apply the
hyperbolic reduction procedure to individual matter models separately —i.e. for every particular
type of energy-momentum tensor. The motivation for our study is provided by the observation
that the energy momentum tensor for a perfect fluid, elastic matter —see [4, 19, 3] for details—
and bulk viscosity —e.g. see [5, 21, 10, 6, 22] and references therein— may be put on a form
consisting of a part involving the 4-velocity u and energy density ρ and a part involving a spatial
symmetric tensor Π. Thus, by ”hiding” the specific matter variables in the tensor Π one cannot
differentiate between elastic matter, perfect or viscous fluid by considering the energy momentum
tensor alone. By employing a hyperbolic reduction of the Einstein field equations coupled to an
energy-momentum tensor on such a general form, we provide the necessary conditions for such a
matter model to form FOSH evolution equations. We show that one can avoid the details of the
specific matter models in the construction of a FOSH system by introducing an auxilliary field.
Furthermore, we provide a constraint on the Π on the form of a wave equation, which must be
satisfied for the system to be put on a FOSH form.
The procedure we employ to obtain these evolution equations is similar to that of [15] and
may be described as follows: we introduce a frame field to replace the metric tensor as a variable
and fix the gauge by choosing Lagrangian coordinates —i.e. one of the vectors of the frame field
is chosen as to coincide with the 4-velocity of the particle trajectories; we also let the rest of
the frame be Fermi propagated. By virtue of the Bianchi identity and assuming the connection
to be Levi-Civita we show that the solution to a set of new field equations constructed with so
called zero-quantities implies the existence of a metric solution to the Einstein field equations. A
subset of these equations provides the symmetric hyperbolic evolution equations. As part of this
construction, it turns out to be necessary to introduce an auxilliary field to remove derivatives
of the energy-momentum tensor from the principal part of the evolution equation of some of the
geometric fields. The evolution equation of Π —which encodes the matter fields— is given in
terms of the electric decomposition of the auxilliary field. Finally, we make use of the evolution
equations, Cartan’s identity and the Bianchi identities to show the propagation of constraints. It
is important to stress that due to the generality of the procedure, we do not provide an equation
defining ρ. It is therefore necessary to provide an equation of state (or the equivalent) when using
our equations for a specific matter model. We treat dust and perfect fluid as examples at the end
and briefly discuss elastic matter.
A limitations of our procedure is in requirement of Π being a purely spatial tensor —indeed,
without this requirement the energy momentum tensor would take its most general decomposition
form. The difficulty of allowing Π to have timelike components resides in the procedure of
keeping the hyperbolicity of the theory. We have used the spatial property of Π extensively in
the process of eliminating problematic derivative terms from the principal part of the equations.
We also assume that the equations of motion for a matter system may be entirely determined by
the divergence-free condition of the energy-momentum tensor. Thus, any matter models which
require additional equations to close the evolution of the matter variables, are not considered
herein.
Lastly, we should mention that a very good discussion of the Einstein-Euler-entropy system
is found in [8] where a complete discussion of the arguments of the framework put forward in [15]
is given.
Overview of the article
In Section 2 we introduce the geometric tools necessary for the subsequent discussion; in particular
the frame formalism is introduced. The Einstein equations together with the energy momentum
tensor is presented in Section 3; we also give a brief review of the projection formalism. In
Section 4 we outline the gauge choices and in Section 5 we present the zero-quantities used in
the propagation of constraints. The evolution equations for our system are derived in Section
6. In Section 7 we show propagation of constraints and in Section 8 we present the reduced
equations for the special cases of dust and perfect fluid. A brief discussion of self-gravitating
elastic matter is also presented. Final remarks are given in Section 9. An appendix provides
an extended discussion of a framework for relativistic elasticity —this model provided the main
motivation for the present analysis.
2
Notation and conventions
Throughout, for covenience, we use a combination of abstract-index and index-free notation to
denote the various tensorial objects. Greek and Latin letters will be used as coordinate indices in
the spacetime manifold, where µ, ν, λ, . . . = {0, 1, 2, 3} and i, j, k . . . = {1, 2, 3}. To denote frame
indices we will make use of bold latin letters where a, b, c . . . = {0, 1, 2, 3} and i, j,k . . . = {1, 2, 3}.
Hence, the components in a frame basis of a vector v ∈ M is thus labelled va.
2 Geometric background
In what follows, let (M, g) denote a spacetime represented by a 4-dimensional manifold, M,
with a Lorentzian metric g. The motion of particles of some matter filling spacetime give rise
to a natural splitting by constructing frames comoving with the flow lines of the particles. One
advantage with such a view is that it does not require a foliation. We shall denote the tangent
vector to the flow lines as u satisfying
g(u,u) = −1.
At each point p ∈ M the frame field {ea} is such that
g(ea, eb) = ηab.
The frames {ea} give rise to a co-frame, {ωa} satisfying
〈ea,ωb〉 = δab.
In the following all indices will be given in terms of the frame and co-frame unless otherwise
stated. The metric tensor give rise to a natural connection ∇ such that ∇g = 0, which is the
metric compatibility condition. In terms of the frames, this condition takes the form
Γa
b
cηbd + Γa
b
dηbc = 0, (1)
where the frame connection coefficients are defined by the directional derivative along the direc-
tion of the frame indices
∇aeb = Γacbec, ∇a = 〈ea,∇〉.
Furthermore, if the connection ∇ is torsion-free, we have that
Σa
c
b = 0, (2)
where the frame components of the torsion tensor are defined by
Σa
c
bec = [ea, eb] + (Γa
c
b − Γbca) ec.
The commutation of the connection may be expressed in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor
and the torsion tensor
∇[a∇b]vc = Rcdabvd +Σadb∇dvc,
∇[a∇b]wc = −Rdcabwd +Σadb∇dwc.
The frame components of the Riemann curvature tensor is given by
Rcdab = ∂aΓb
c
d − ∂bΓacd + Γf cd(Γbfa − Γaf b) + Γbf dΓacf − ΓafdΓbcf − ΣafbΓfcd (3)
—see [20] for details. The Riemann tensor has all the usual symmetries, and it satisfies the
Bianchi identity for a general connection
Rd[cab] +∇[aΣbdc] +Σ[aebΣc]de = 0, (4)
∇[aRd|e|bc] +Σ[af bRd|e|c]f = 0. (5)
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Furthermore, we recall that the Riemann tensor admits the irreducible decomposition
Rcdab = C
c
dab + 2(δ
c
[aLb]d − ηd[aLb]c), (6)
with Ccdab the components of the Weyl tensor and
Lab ≡ Rab − 1
6
Rηab (7)
denotes the components of the Schouten tensor. The connection ∇ is called the Levi-Civita
connection of g if it satisfies (1) and (2). In what follows we will assume the connection to be
Levi-Civita.
3 The Einstein equations
In this work we consider the Einstein equations
Rab − 1
2
ηabR = κTab (8)
with energy-momentum tensor on the form
Tab = ρuaub +Πab. (9)
where ρ is a positive function of the matter fields. We require Πab to be a symmetric and purely
spatial tensor —i.e.
Πabu
a = 0, (10a)
Πab = Π(ab). (10b)
We do not put any further restrictions on Πab other than it satisfies the divergence-free condition
of (9)
∇aTab = 0. (11)
Remark 1. An energy momentum tensor of the form given in (9) is of a very general form
and the conditions (10a), (10b) are not stringent restrictions. Thus, the power of the formalism
developed herein lies in its generality: given an equation for ρ in terms of the matter fields, one
can ignore the matter specific equations of motion and instead solve equations for Πab. The
equations obtained will then be symmetric hyperbolic. This assumes that one can extract the
complete set of equations of motion for the matter fields from (11).
A projection formalism
At each point in the spacetime manifold M the flow lines give rise to a tangent space which can
be split into parts in the direction of u and those orthogonal. This means that without implying
a foliation, we may decompose every tensor defined at each point p ∈M into its orthogonal and
timelike part. This may be done by contracting with u and the projector defined as
ha
b ≡ ηab + uaub, u = uaea.
Thus, a tensor Tab may be split into its time-like, mixed and space-like parts given, respectively,
by
T00 = u
aubTab, T
′
0c = u
ahbcTab, T
′
cd = h
a
ch
b
dTab,
where ′ denotes that the free indices left are spatial —e.g. T ′a0u
a = 0. Decomposing ∇u we
obtain
∇aub = χab + uaab, (12)
where χa
b and ab are the components of the Weingarten tensor and 4-acceleration, respectively,
defined by
χa
b ≡ hac∇cub, ab ≡ uc∇cub.
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In the literature (e.g. see [25] p.217) the trace, trace-free and antisymmetric part of (12) is called,
respectively, the expansion, shear and the twist of the fluid. By decomposing (11) we obtain an
equivalent system of equations in terms of the above quantities
∇aΠab = −abρ+ ubΠacχac, (13a)
ua∇aρ = −ρχ−Πabχab. (13b)
The decomposition of the four volume is
ǫabcd = −2
(
u[aǫb]cd − ǫab[cud]
)
, ǫbcd = ǫabcdu
a.
Given a tensor Tabc which is antisymmetric in its two last indices, we may construct the electric
and magnetic parts with respect to u. In frame indices this is, respectively, defined by
Ecd ≡ Tabehcahdbue, Bcd ≡ T ∗abehcahdbue,
where the Hodge dual operator, denoted by ∗, is defined by
T ∗abe ≡ −1
2
ǫmnbeTamn,
and has the property that
T ∗∗abc = −Tabc.
Depending on the symmetries and rank of the tensor, the above definition for electric and magnetic
decomposition may vary slightly. Central for our discussion is that Eab and Bab are spatial and
symmetric.
4 Gauge considerations
The gauge to be considered in our hyperbolic reduction procedure for the Einstein field equations
follows the same considerations as in [15]. In particular, we make the following choices:
i. Orientation of the frame. We align the time-leg of the frame with the the flow vector
u tangent to the worldlines of the particle —that is, we set
u = e0.
ii. Basis in a coordinate system. Given a coordinate system x = (xµ) we expand the basis
vectors as
ea = ea
µ∂µ. (14)
Given an initial hypersurface, S⋆, then the coordinates (xj) defined on S⋆ remain constant
along the flow and, thus, specify the frame.
iii. Lagrangian condition. The implementation of a Lagrangian gauge is equivalent to re-
quiring that e0 = ∂t where t is a suitable parameter along the world-lines of the material
—e.g. the proper time. In terms of the components of the frame, this condition is equivalent
to requiring that
e0
µ = δ0
µ. (15)
iv. Fermi Propagation of the frame. We require the vector fields ea to be Fermi propagated
along the direction of e0 —i.e.
∇0ea + g (ea,∇0ea) e0 − g (ea, e0)∇0ea = 0.
This implies the following conditions on the connection coefficients:
Γ0
i
j = 0, (16a)
Γ0
0
0 = 0, (16b)
for i, j = 1, 2, 3. The second condition is a consequence of the metric compatibility condi-
tion. A frame satisfying the above equation is a frame where e0 = u and {ei} is orthonormal
at every point along the trajectory for which u is the tangent vector.
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5 Zero-quantities
In the subsequent discussion it will prove convenient to introduce, as a book-keeping device, the
zero-quantities
∆dabc ≡ Rˆdabc − ρdabc, (17a)
Fbcd ≡ ∇aFabcd, (17b)
Ncab ≡ Zcab − 2∇[aΠb]c, , (17c)
where Lce denotes the components of the Schouten tensor as defined by equation (7) and Π ≡ Πaa.
Moreover, by Rˆdabc it is understood the expression for the Riemann tensor in terms of the
connection coefficients Γa
b
c and its frame derivatives. We have also defined
ρdabc ≡ Cˆdabc + 2ηd[bLˆc]a − 2ηa[bLˆc]d, (18a)
F cabd ≡ Cˆcabd − 2ηc[bLˆd]a, (18b)
Zcab ≡ 2∇[aΠb]c, (18c)
Lˆab ≡ Tab − 1
3
ηabT, , (18d)
where Cˆdabc is defined as having the same symmetries as the components of the Weyl tensor
Cdabc.
Remark 2. The components ρdabc are known as the algebraic curvature and encode the decom-
position of the Riemann curvature tensor in terms of the Weyl and Schouten tensors while F cabc
are the components of the Friedrich tensor. The latter provides a convenient way to encode the
second Bianchi identity for the curvature.
Remark 3. The tensor Zcab, hereafter to be referred to as the Z-tensor, is introduced in order
for the evolution equations of the electric and magnetic part of the Weyl tensor to be expressed
in terms of lower order terms —i.e. preventing any derivatives of Πab to appear in the equations
and hence keeping their hyperbolicity.
In terms of the objects introduced in the previous paragraphs, the Einstein field equations (8)
can be encoded in the conditions
∇aTab = 0, (19a)
Σa
e
b = 0, (19b)
∆dabc = 0, (19c)
Fbcd = 0. (19d)
More precisely, one has the following result:
Lemma 1. For a given ρ, let (Lˆab, e
µ
a, Γa
c
b, Cˆ
d
abc) be a solution to equations (19a)-(19d)
for which the metric compatibility condition (1) holds. Then (Lˆab, e
µ
a, Γa
c
b, Cˆ
d
abc) implies the
existence of a metric g solution to the Einstein field equations (8) with energy-momentum tensor
defined by the components Tab. Moreover, the fields Cˆ
d
abc are, in fact, the components of the
Weyl tensor of g.
Remark 4. Note that equations (19a)-(19d) do not provide a closed system of evolution equations
for the unknowns of our system. They are only the necessary equations for giving Lemma 1.
Proof. The frame {ea} obtained from the solution to equation (19b) implies, in turn, by the
condition 〈ωb, ea〉 = δab the existence of a coframe {ωb} from which one can construct a metric
tensor g via the relation
g = ηabω
a ⊗ ωa.
Since the coefficients Γa
c
b satisfy the no-torsion and metric compatibility conditions (19b) and
(1), then they must coincide with the connection coefficients of the metric g with respect to the
frame {ea}. Moreover, by equation (3) we have that
Rˆdabc = R
d
abc,
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where Rdabc denotes the frame components of the Riemann curvature tensor. Using the Riemann
decomposition as defined by equation (6) together with equation (19c) we obtain
Cdabc + 2η
a
[bLc]a − 2ηa[bLc]a = Cˆdabc + 2ηa[bLˆc]a − 2ηa[bLˆc]a. (20)
Taking the trace of equation (20) with respect to the indices b and d and using the trace-free
property of the Weyl tensor and Cˆdabc we obtain
Lca +
1
2
ηcaL
d
d = Lˆca +
1
2
ηcaLˆ
d
d. (21)
Finally, taking the trace of equation (21) and using equations (11) and (5), we get the identity,
Ldd = Lˆ
d
d.
The latter shows that Lˆab are, in fact, the components of the Schouten tensor of the metric g.
Using the definition of the Schouten tensor in terms of the Ricci tensor, equation (7), it follows
readily that the metric g satisfies the Einstein field equations with an energy-momentum tensor
defined by the components Tab. Returning to equation (21) we conclude by the uniqueness of the
decomposition of the Riemann tensor that the fields Cˆdabc are, in fact, the components of the
Weyl tensor of g.
Remark 5. In the following to ease the notation, and in a slight abuse of notation we simply
write Cdabc instead of Cˆ
d
abc.
6 Evolution equations
Given the gauge conditions introduced in Section 4, the next step in our analysis involves the
extraction of a suitable (symmetric hyperbolic) evolution system from equations (19a)-(19d). We
do this in a number of steps.
6.1 Equations for the components of the frame
The evolution equations for the components of the frame ea
µ are obtained from the no-torsion
condition (19b). In order to do so we exploit the freedom available in the choice of the frame
and require it to be adapted to the world-lines of the material particles and the gauge conditions
outlined above.
Making use of the expansion (14) in equation (19b) one readily finds that
ea
µ∂µeb
ν − ebµ∂µeaν = (Γacb − Γbca) ecν .
Setting a = 0 in the above expression and making use of the Lagrangian gauge condition (iii) we
obtain
∂0eb
ν − (Γ0cb − Γbc0) ecν = 0. (22)
This last equation will be read as an evolution equation for the frame coefficients eb
ν with b =
1, 2, 3. As it only contains derivatives along the flow lines of the matter, it is, in fact, a transport
equation along the world-lines. Observe that for b = 0 the equation is satisfied automatically
—recall that as a consequence of the Lagrangian condition (15) the coefficients e0
µ are already
fixed.
Remark 6. Assuming that the gauge conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above hold, equation (22) can
be succinctly written as
Σ0
c
b = 0.
This observation will be of use in the discussion of the propagation of the constraints.
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6.2 Evolution equations for the connection coefficients
The evolution equations for the frame components are given in terms of the frame connection
coefficients. Due to the Fermi propagation and the metric compatibility, equation (1), the inde-
pendent, non-zero components of the connection coefficients are Γi
k
j , Γ0
0
j and Γi
0
j . Evolution
equations for Γi
k
j may be extracted from the equation for the algebraic curvature (19c). More
precisely, we consider the condition
∆dca0 = 0,
which implies
Rˆdca0 = ρ
d
ca0.
The Riemann tensor can be expressed in terms of the connection coefficients via equation (3).
Furthermore, using equation (18a) and the gauge condition (iv), we obtain
∂0Γi
j
k = −ΓljkΓil0 − Γ0j0Γi0k + Γij0Γ00k − Cjki0 , (23)
where i, j, k, . . . = 1, 2, 3. In the above calculation we have used that Πa0 = 0 and η
i
0 = 0.
Remark 7. Assuming that the gauge condition (iv) holds, equation (23) is equivalent to
∆cab0 = 0.
Observe again, that the resulting equations are, in fact, transport equations along the world-line
of the material particles.
The evolution equations for the remaining connection coefficients will be obtained by splitting
Πab into its trace and trace-free part,
Πab = Π{ab} +
1
3
Πηab,
where Π{ab} denotes the trace-free part of Πab. Plugging this into (13a) and (13b), we obtain
∇aΠ{ab} = −
1
3
∇bΠ− ρab + ubΠ{ac}χac +
1
3
Πχub, (24a)
ua∇aρ = −ρχ−Π{ab}χab −
1
3
Πχ. (24b)
Since ∇[d∇b]Π = 0, we obtain from equation (24a) that
Jdb = 0,
with
Jdb ≡ −2ρ∇[bad + 2a[d∇b]ρ+ 2Π{ac}χac∇[dub] + 2u[b∇d]
(
Π{ac}χ
ac
)
+
2
3
Πχ∇[dub] +
2
3
u[b∇d] (Πχ)− 2∇[d∇aΠ{b]a}.
The last term may be written,
∇[d∇aΠ{b]a} = −RmbdaΠ{ma} +RmdbaΠ{ma} + 2Rm[dΠ{a]m} +∇aZadb,
= 2Rm[dΠ{a]m} +∇aZadb,
(25)
where we have used the symmetry of the Riemann tensor in the last step. A straight forward
calculation shows that,
Zadb = ∇mCmadb + Padb,
where,
Padb ≡ 2
3
∇[d(ηb]aT )− 2∇[d(ρub]ua).
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Using that,
∇a∇bCabcd = 0, ∇[a∇b]T = 0,
we have,
∇aZadb = −2∇a∇[d(ρub]ua). (26)
Substituting this back into (25), we may now write the {0, i} components of Jdb as
J0i = −2ρ∇0ai −R0jΠij − 2aiρχ− 2aiΠijχij + ajρχij − ρ∇jχij + ρ∇iχ. (27)
In the above expression we have used the Lagrangian gauge condition to set ui = 0. Finally,
using the definition for ai, we readily obtain
3∂0Γ0
0
i − ηjk∂iΓj0k = −2aiχ+ ajχij − ∂jΓj0i + Γjkiχkj − Γjjkχik
− 1
ρ
(
R0
jΠij + 2aiΠijχ
ij
)− Γj00χji − Γ00iχ
+ Γ0
j
iΓ0
0
j + η
jkΓi
l
jΓl
0
k + η
jkΓi
l
kΓj
0
l.
(28)
To obtain the evolution equation for the remaining connection coefficient, we consider the {i, j}
components of Jab:
∂0Γi
0
j =
1
ρ
2Rj
kΠik − 1
ρ
Ri
kΠjk − χkjχik + χkiχjk + ∂0Γj0i + ∂iΓ00j
+
1
ρ
2aj∇iρ− ∂jΓ00i − 1
ρ
2ai∇jρ− Γi00aj + Γj00ai + Γ0kiΓk0j
+ Γ0
k
jΓi
0
k − Γ0kjΓk0i − Γ0kiΓj0k + Γ0kiΓ00k − Γ0kjΓ00k.
(29)
From equation (3) we have,
∂jΓ0
0
i = ∂0Γj
0
i −R0i0j + Γf0i(Γjf0 − Γ0f j) + Γjf iΓ00f − Γ0f iΓj0f − Σ0f jΓf0i.
Substituting this back into (29) gives the final evolution equation:
∂0Γi
0
j − ∂iΓ00j = 2
ρ
R[j
kΠi]k + 2χk[iχj]
k +
4
ρ
a[j∇i]ρ−R0i0j
− Γk0iΓjk0 − ΓjkiΓ00k − Γi00aj + Γj00ai
+ Γ0
k
iΓk
0
j + Γ0
k
jΓi
0
k + Γ0
k
iΓ0
0
k − Γ0kjΓ00k.
(30)
Equations (28) and (30) are on a form which is known to be symmetric hyperbolic — we refer
again to [1] for details.
Remark 8. The presence of a spatial derivative of ρ in equations (28) and (30) means that an
equation for ρ is necessary to ensure the hyperbolicity of the equations.
6.3 Evolution equations for the decomposed Z-tensor
It is well known that in vacuum the Bianchi equation leads to a symmetric hyperbolic equation
for the independent components of the Weyl tensor. By contrast, an inspection of the definition
of the Friedrich tensor Fabcd, equation (17b), reveals that the condition Fabc = 0 involves both
derivatives of Cabcd and the matter variables. This potentially destroys the symmetric hyper-
bolicity of the equation for the components of the Weyl tensor. In the following we will show
that it is possible to deal with this difficulty by providing two auxiliary fields —the Z-tensor and
σ-tensor as defined by equations (18c) and (6.3), respectively.
We first define some important quantities and identities used in the following discussion. The
Z-tensor has the symmetries
Z[abc] = 0, Zabc = Za[bc].
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The symmetry of the Z-tensor thus allows for a decomposition in terms of its electric and magnetic
parts defined respectively as
Ψac ≡ Zebdudhaehcb, Φac ≡ Z∗ebdudhaehcb,
where, Z∗ebd, is the dual Z-tensor defined in the customary way. The electric and magnetic part
of the Z-tensor are symmetric tensors defined on the orthogonal space of u —i.e. one has that
Ψac = Ψ(ac), Ψacu
a = 0, Φac = Φ(ac), Φacu
a = 0.
As such, the Z-tensor and its dual may be expressed in terms of the spatial fields
Zcab = Ψcbua −Ψcaub − ǫabeΦce + ucΠdbχad − ucΠdaχbd, (31a)
Z∗amn =
1
2Ψacǫmn
c + u[mΦn]a +
1
2ǫmndΠc
dχa
c − 12ǫmncΠadχcd. (31b)
By plugging the definition for the Z-tensor into the definitions of Ψab and Φab, respectively, we
obtain an evolution equation for the matter tensor Πab in terms of Ψab together with a constraint
equation. Namely, one has that
ua∇aΠfm = aaumΠfa + aaufΠma −Πmaχfa −Ψfm, (32a)
ǫf
b
aDbΠma = ǫfbaumΠcaχbc +Φfm. (32b)
where Db denotes the Sen connection defined as,
DbΠcd ≡ hba∇aΠcd.
It is worth noting that due to the 1+3 split of space time, we do not have a spatial metric on the
3-dimensional hypersurfaces. Hence, we cannot define a spatial derivative — i.e. a spatial metric
satisfying the metric compatibility condition does not exist on the three surfaces. Equation (32b)
is regarded as a constraint equation.
Remark 9. Note that equation (32b) will always hold as long as the definition of the Z-tensor
(i.e. equation (18c)) propagates. This will be showed in Section 7.
In order to close the system and to ensure hyperbolicity a set of evolution equations for the
fields Ψab and Φab are needed. In the rest of this section we shall develop these equations and
show they form a first order symmetric hyperbolic system.
The evolution equations for Ψab is obtained by taking the divergence of the Z-tensor —i.e we
have the equation
∇bZcab = 2∇b∇[aΠb]c.
Expanding the above equation and using the decomposition of the Z-tensor —i.e. equation
(31a)— we obtain after a number of steps the equation
ub∇bΨac − ǫabdDdΦcb =Wac, (33)
where Wab denotes the lower order terms and is explicitly given by
Wab = −2abΨcbua − abΨabuc − ababuaucρ+ abǫabdΦcd + abaduaucΩbd +RabcdΠbd
+Ra
bΠcb + uau
bRb
dΠcd + u
bucRadbeΠ
de + 2uau
bRcdbeΠ
de + 2uau
bucu
dRbedfΠ
ef
− abucρχab + abuaΠcdχbd +Ψcbχba −Ψacχbb − acuaρχbb −Πadχbd χbc
−Ψbduaucχbd + ǫbdeuaΦceχbd + ǫcbeuaΦdeχbd + ǫabeucΦdeχbd
− acuaΠbdχbd −Πbdχacχbd − 3uaucΠdeχbeχbd − abuaΠbdχcd + abuaΠbdχdc
+Πbdχa
bχdc + a
buaΠcbχ
d
d + 2uaucΠbeχ
bdχed + ρ∇aac + ac∇aρ+ uaubρ∇bac
+ uau
bΠcd∇bad + uaubucΠde∇bχde + σac + uaΨbducχbd − uaǫcdaΦbaχbd + uaΠbd∇cχbd
+ ubucσab + uau
bσcb + uaucΠbd∇dab − uaΠbd∇dχcb + 2uaubucudσbd.
In the above, we have defined
σab ≡ ∇c∇cΠab.
Note that the derivatives of χab and aa may be expressed in terms of the connection coefficients
and thus dealt with by (23) and the definition for the Riemann tensor —i.e. we have
χab = ha
mhb
nΓm
0
n, aa = hacΓ0
c
0.
In obtaining equation (33) we have used standard tensor manipulations involving the commutation
of derivatives using the Riemann tensor and frequently making use of the spatial property of Πab
to get rid of derivatives. In particular, we have used the identities
2χab∇aΠdb = −χab∇dΠaa + L.O.T, ∇aΠbc = Zcab +∇bΠac,
where L.O.T is a shortening for “lower order terms”. The first is obtained from considering
∇bZ ′c0b and the second is a trivial result of the definition for the Z-tensor.
Remark 10. To preserve the hyperbolicity of equation (33) it is understood that the tensor
σab is given in terms of lower order terms. It can readily be shown that σ00 = L.O.T from the
temporal part of equation (33); with the symmetry of σab, it is thus 9 components which need to
be specified:
σab = F (L.O.T ) .
To obtain the evolution equation for the field Φab, we proceed in a similar way as above by
considering the dual equation,
∇bZ∗cab = −ǫabde∇b∇[dΠe]c.
By applying the decomposition (31b) and expanding we obtain after a few manipulations the
evolution equation on the desired form,
ub∇bΦac + ǫabmDmΨcb = Uac, (34)
with Uac denoting the lower order terms —explicitly given by
Uac = −abΨcmǫabm − abuaΦcb + 2ǫbnduaRcmndΠbm − 2ǫmnduaRbmndΠcb
− ǫandubRbmndΠcm − ǫandubRbnmdΠcm + ǫamdubRcnbdΠmn +Φcbχba
− Φacχbb − 2Ψcnǫbmnuaχbm −Ψmnǫabnucχbm + 2uaucΦbmχbm − acǫabnΠmnχbm
− ǫabducΠndχbmχmn + abǫmnduaucΠbdχmn − ǫbmducΠndχbaχmn
+ ǫamducΠn
dχbbχ
mn − 2ǫbmduaΠndχbcχmn − ǫmnduaΠbdχcbχmn
+ ǫbnduaΠcmχ
bmχnd + ǫamdu
bucΠn
d∇bχmn + 2ǫbnduaucΠmd∇nχbm.
Equations (33) and (34) are on a form known to be symmetric hyperbolic — see [1] for a more
detailed discussion. We note that we have made ample use of the suite xAct1 to obtain W and
U .
Remark 11. In the expressions for Wac and Uac it is understood that wherever Rdabc appears,
it is to be evaluated using the decomposition in terms of the Cdabc and Lˆab.
6.4 Evolution equations for the decomposed Weyl tensor
The construction of suitable evolution equations for the components of the Weyl tensor follows
a similar approach as in the previous discussion. Again, the strategy is to decompose the Weyl
tensor into parts orthogonal to the 4-velocity —i.e. one needs to understand the form the Weyl
tensor takes on the orthogonal space to the 4-velocity.
1See http://www.xact.es for more information.
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Due to the symmetries of the Weyl tensor, the essential components are encoded in what are
called the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor defined, respectively, as
Eac ≡ Cebfdubudhaehcf , Bac ≡ C∗ebfdubudhaehcf ,
where C∗abcd denotes components the Hodge dual of the Weyl tensor. In terms of these spatial
tensors, the frame components of the Weyl tensor and its dual admit the decomposition
Cabcd = −2
(
lb[cEd]a − la[cEd]b
)− 2 (u[cBd]pǫpab + u[aBb]pǫpcd) ,
C∗abcd = 2u[aEb]pǫ
p
cd − 4Ep[aǫb]p[cud] − 4u[aBb][cud] −Bpqǫpabǫqcd,
—see e.g. [20] for details. For convenience we have written
lab ≡ hab − uaub.
In order to obtain evolution equations for Eab and Bab, we make use of the following decompo-
sition of the Bianchi identity (19d) and its dual:
Fbcd = ub (F
′
0c0ud − F ′0d0uc) + 2F ′b0[cud] − ubF ′0cd + F ′bcd, (35a)
F ∗bcd = ub (F
′∗
0c0ud − F ′∗0d0uc) + 2F ′∗b0[cud] − ubF ′∗0cd + F ′∗bcd. (35b)
The term Fa0b = −Fab0 in equation (35a) gives the evolution equations for Eab. More precisely,
after a long computation one finds that
uc∇cEab − ǫaefDfBbe = 12κΨab − acEbcua − acEacub
− 16κΨcchab + acǫcefBaehbf − κacubΠac
− κacuaΠbc + 12κΠbcχac − 12κρχba − Eacχbc
− 12κΠacχbc + 2Ebcχca − 2Eabχcc + 16κρhabχcc
− Ecdhabχcd + ǫcdefBbehafχcd + ǫdfaubBefχde.
(36)
Similarly, the symmetric part of the term F ∗ab0 in equation (35b) gives the evolution equations
for Bab —namely,
ud∇dBab +DfE(bdǫa)df = − 12adEbf ǫadf − 12adEaf ǫbdf
− adubBad − aduaBbd − 12κΦab − 14κadǫbdfΠaf
− 14κadǫadfΠbf + 12Bbdχad + 12Badχbd +Bbdχda
+Badχ
d
b − 2Babχdd − 12Ef cǫbdcuaχdf
− 12Ef cǫadcubχdf −Bdfhabχdf .
(37)
We note that equations (36) and (37) are on the same form as the one given in [15] and
constitutes a symmetric hyperbolic system of equations. We refer once again to [1] for an explicit
discussion.
Remark 12. The standard approach to show that equations (36) and (37) constitute a symmetric
hyperbolic system ignores the tracefreeness of the fields Eab and Bab and list 12 components in
a vector. Thus, a posteriori it is necessary to show that the fields are tracefree if they were so
initially. This is discussed in Section 8.
6.5 Summary
We summarise the results of the long computations of this section by the following proposition:
Proposition 1. The evolution equations for the matter fields as expressed by Πab is given by
(32a) and satisfy the constraint (32b). Furthermore, the evolution equations for the geometric
fields ea
µ, Γa
b
c, Eab, Bab and the auxiliary fields Ψab, Φab are given, respectively, by
Σ0
e
b = 0, (38a)
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∆dca0 = 0, (38b)
Jia = 0, (38c)
Fab0 = 0, (38d)
F ∗(ab)0 = 0, (38e)
∇bNcab = 0, (38f)
∇bN∗(ca)b = 0. (38g)
The above evolution equations constitutes a symmetric hyperbolic system. The remaining equa-
tions from (19a)-(19d) are considered constraint equations.
7 Propagation equations
In order to complete our analysis of the evolution system, we need to show that the equations that
have been discarded in the process of hyperbolic reduction (i.e. the constraints) propagate. In
this section we will, therefore, construct a subsidiary system for the zero-quantities Σeab, ∆
d
cab
and Fabc. The task is then to show that either the Lie derivative of the constraints vanish, or that
it may be written in terms of zero-quantities. A key observation in this strategy is the fact that
several of the zero-quantities can be regarded as differential forms with respect to a certain subset
of their indices —thus, Cartan’s identity can be readily be used to compute the Lie derivative in
a very convenient way.
Remark 13. In what follows one should be careful when evaluating the covariant derivative of
a tensor fields in frame coordinates. The following order should be employed: first, evaluate the
tonsorial expression for the derivative of the tensor, then write the expression in a frame basis,
and lastly do any contractions if necessary — e.g contracting with the four velocity.
7.1 Propagation of Divergence-free condition
The divergence free condition gives rise to two equations: on the one hand, equation (62b) is
an evolution equation for ρ and the other hand equation (62a) a constraint for Π. As such, the
latter needs to be shown to hold on the whole space time if satisfied on an initial hypersurface.
We first define the zero quantity,
Qb ≡ ∇aΠab + abρ− ubΠacχac.
As is obvious from the above, Qb = 0 must hold for the Einstein equations to be satisfied. By
contracting with u it is readily shown that Q0 = Qbu
b = 0. Thus it is sufficient to only consider
Qi in what follows. A simple calculation shows that,
2∇[dQb] = 2∇aZadb + 2∇[d
(
ab]ρ
)
+ 2Re
a
[d|a|Πb]
e − 2∇[d
(
ub]Πacχ
ac
)
+ 4Σ[d
c
|a|∇cΠb]a,
where we have used the commutation property of the connection followed by the definition of the
Z-tensor, as well as,
2Re[ad]aΠe
a = 0.
By using equation (26) and multiplying through with ud, followed by applying equations (17a)
and (27), we obtain the propagation equation,
ua∇aQi = −Qjχij +∆0kjkΠij + 2ΣiljΠkjχlk + 2Σi0jΠkjak. (39)
Note that ρj
k
0k = 0 due to the divergence free property of Weyl and T0i = 0 as a consequence
of the gauge. We have also made use of the evolution equation Σ0
c
a = 0.
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7.2 Propagation equations for the torsion
For fixed value of the index e, the torsion Σa
e
b can be regarded as the components of a 2-form
—namely, one has that
Σe ≡ Σ[bec]ωb ⊗ ωc.
Using Cartan’s identity to compute its Lie derivative along the vector u one finds that
LuΣe = iudΣe + d(iuΣe). (40)
The second term in the right-hand side of the above equation can be seen to vanish as a con-
sequence of the evolution equations (cf. Remark 6) while the first one involves the exterior
derivative of the torsion which can be manipulated using the general form of the Bianchi identity.
For clarity, these computations are done explicitly using frame index notation.
Following the general discussion given above consider the expression ∇[0Σacb] which roughly
corresponds to the first term in the right-hand side of equation (40). Expanding the expression
one readily finds that
3∇[0Σacb] = ∇0Σacb +∇aΣbc0 +∇bΣ0ca
= ∇0Σacb − Γae0Σbce − Γbe0Σace.
Now, we compute ∇[0Σacb] in a different way using the general expression for the first Bianchi
identity (i.e. the form this identity takes in the presence of torsion):
Rd[cab] = −∇[aΣbdc] − Σ[aebΣc]de.
Setting a = 0 and making use of the zero-quantity defined in (17a) to eliminate the components
of the Riemann curvature tensor one finds that
3∇[0Σbdc] = −∆d[c0b] − Σ[0ebΣc]de
= −∆d0bc
where we have used the fact that
ρd[cab] = 0
and the evolution equations (38a) and (38b) in the last step. From the above discussion it follows
the propagation equation
∇0Σacb = Γae0Σbce + Γbe0Σace −∆d0bc. (41)
Remark 14. The main structural feature of equation (41) is the fact that it is homogeneous in
the zero-quantities Σa
c
b and ∆
d
abc.
7.3 Propagation equations for the geometric curvature
Next we turn to equation (19c). For this we observe that the zero-quantity ∆dcab for fixed values
of d and c can be regarded as the components of a 2-form on the indices a and b. Using again
Cartan’s identity one finds that
Lu∆dc = iud∆dc + d
(
iu∆
d
c
)
.
Now, the last term in the right-hand side vanishes due to the evolution equation for the connection
coefficients (see Remark 7), while the first term takes the form
iud∆
d
c = ∇[0∆d|c|ab]ωa ⊗ ωb.
As in the case of the torsion, the strategy is to rewrite this expression in terms of zero-quantities
only. For convenience in the following calculations we set
Sab
cd ≡ δacδbd + δadδbc − ηabηcd. (42)
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From equations (5) and (18a) it readily follows that
∇[a∆d|e|bc] = ∇[aCd|e|bc] − Sdfe[b∇aLˆc]f − Σf [abRd|e|c]f .
To simplify the calculations, we multiply by ǫl
abc. The first term yields
ǫl
abc∇[aCd|e|bc] = −2∇aC∗a dl e. (43)
while the second term gives
ǫl
abcSe[b
df∇aLˆc]f = −ǫldac∇aLˆce + ǫleacηdf∇aLˆcf (44)
where we have made use of the definition (42) and the symmetry of the Schouten tensor. Now,
from equations (17b), (18b) and (19d) we readily obtain that
ǫl
dbc∇[bLˆc]a = −ǫldbcFabc + ǫldbc∇mCmabc.
Plugging this result back into (44), we obtain
ǫl
abcSe[b
df∇aLˆc]f = ǫldacFeac − ηdf ǫleacFfac
+ ηdf2∇aC∗afle − 2∇aC∗bmaeld.
(45)
Putting the result for calculation (45) and (43) together, we obtain
ǫl
abc∇aρdebc = ǫldacFeac − ηdf ǫleacFfac,
where we made use of equation (4). Multiplying by ǫlmnp, we recover the equation in its original
form. Thus, the right-hand side of the propagation equation for ∆dc[ab] is given by
∇[0∆d|e|bc] = −ηe[0Fdbc] + ηd[0F|e|bc]. (46)
But we also have that,
∇[0∆d|e|bc] = ∇0∆debc − Γcf0∆defb − Γbf0∆decf .
Plugging the above result back into equation (46), we obtain the final propagation equation
∇0∆debc = −ηe[0Fdbc] + ηd[0F|e|bc] + Γcf 0∆defb + Γbf 0∆decf . (47)
Remark 15. As in the case of the propagation equation for the torsion the main conclusion of the
previous discussion is that the propagation equation for the zero-quantitity ∆dabc is homogeneous
on zero-quantities.
7.4 Propagation of the N-tensor
It is also necessary to show that Nabc —see equation (17c)— propagates. The strategy will be
different than what has been employed in the above discussions; rather, we will follow the strategy
employed for the propagation of the Friedrich tensor in [14].
In the subsequent discussion we shall make use of the observation that,
∇bN ′∗cab = 0, N ′c0b = 0, N ′∗c0b = 0.
respectively are equivalent to the evolution equations for Ψab, Φab and Πab and the constraint
equation as given in (32b). Furthermore, we define the fields,
ξab ≡ N ′∗ab0, λab ≡ N ′0ab.
By decomposing N∗abc in terms of the fields λab and ξab, we have
N∗cab = ξcaub − ξcbua + 3λdeu[bǫa]deuc (48)
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Using the symmetry relation
N[abc] = 0,
we obtain the expression
λab = N
′
ba0 −N ′ab0.
But from the evolution equation for Πab, we have that N
′
ba0 = 0, thus
λab = 0.
Applying the above result, and the divergence in equation (48) we obtain,
ub∇bξcd = ξcaaaud − ξcdχ+ ξcbχbd.
To obtain the above we have used the evolution equation for Φab and multiplied through with
the projector hd
a to get rid of a divergence. This is permitted as the field ξab is spatial. Thus,
we have established the following lemma:
Lemma 2. If the constraint ξab = 0 — equivalently equation (32b) — holds initialy, and under
the assumption that the evolution equations (32a) and (38g) holds everywhere on M, then the
relation,
Zcab = 2∇[aΠb]c,
also holds everywhere on M.
7.5 Propagation equations for the Bianchi identity
Lastly, we need to show propagation of the Bianchi identity, equation (19d). Again the strategy
is to use the decomposition of the Friedrich tensor and its dual and use the divergence to obtain
propagation equations for the constraints.
First, we shall express the divergence of Fabc in terms of known zero quantities. We have,
2∇bFbcd = −2RlabaClbcd − 2RlbbaCalcd − 2RlcbaCabld
− 2RldbaCabcl + 2RldbcLˆlb + 2RlbbcLˆdl
−RlcbdLˆlb −RlbbdLˆcl + 4Σalb∇lCabcd +∇d∇bLˆcb −∇c∇bLˆdb,
where we have used the antisymmetry property of the Weyl tensor about the indices a and b and
the commutator as defined in
∇[b∇a]ωc = −Recabωe +Σbda∇dωc.
Substituting from the definition (17a) we obtain after a lengthy and somewhat messy calculation
that
∇bFbcd = −∆labaClbcd −∆lbbaCalcd −∆lcbaCabld −∆ldbaCabcl
+∆ld
b
cLˆlb +∆
l
b
b
cLˆdl −∆lcbdLˆlb −∆lbbdLˆcl +∇[dQc]
+ 4Σa
l
b∇lCabcd − 2Σblc∇lSdb + 2Σblc∇lScb + 1
3
Σedc∇eT,
(49)
where qa is the zero quantity defined in section 7.1.
Following the strategy outlined in [14], we define the fields,
pa ≡ F ′0a0, qa ≡ F ∗′0a0,
which encodes the information of the constraint equations of Fabc and F
∗
abc, respectively. Thus,
the aim is to find evolution equations for pa and qa.
In terms of the above fields the decomposition (35a) takes the form,
Fbcd = 2ubp[cud] + hb[dpc] −
1
2
ubqeǫcd
e, (50)
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where we have used,
F ′
0bd = qeǫbd
e, F ′bcd = hb[dpc] +
1
2
ubqeǫcd
e.
To obtain the above, we used the evolution equations —i.e. that Fbc0 = 0 and F
∗
(bc)0 = 0 as
well as the identity,
F[ab]c = −
1
2
Fcab,
which is a direct result of the symmetry properties of Fabc. By taking the divergence of the first
index of (50) and equating with udha
c times (49), we obtain a propagation equation for the pa
field, namely
2ub∇bpa = 2uaacpc − ǫacdacqd + χacpc + 3χpa + 2∆labmClbc0hac
+ 2∆lb
bmCmlc0ha
c + 2∆lc
bmCmbl0ha
c + 2∆l0
bmCmbclha
c
+ 2∆lc
b
0Lˆlbha
c + 2∆lb
b
0Lˆal − 2∇[0Qc]had
+ 4udha
cΣa
l
b∇lCabcd − 2udhacΣblc∇lSdb + 2udhacΣblc∇lScb.
(51)
In the above, we have used that Σ0
d
b = 0 everywhere on M. Applying the same procedure to
(35b) we obtain the propagation equations for the qa field,
ub∇bqa − ǫacdDcpd = uaacqc − χqa + 2pcǫabab
+∆la
bmC∗lbc0ha
c +∆lb
bmC∗mlc0ha
c +∆lp
bmCmblnǫa
pn
+∆ln
bmCmbplǫa
pn +∆lp
b
nLˆlbǫa
pn +∆lb
b
nLˆplǫa
pn
+∇nQpǫanp + 4umΣalb∇lC∗abma + 2Σbln∇lSpbǫanp.
(52)
Remark 16. Again, the main observation to be extracted from the previous analysis is that
equations (51) and (52) are homogeneous in the various zero-quantities. Moroever, their form
is analogous to that of the evolution equations (36) and (37). Thus, it can be verified they
imply a symmetric hyperbolic system. Note also that equation (51) is different in the principle
part compared to equation (52). This is due to thhat the evolution equation Fab0 = 0 is not
symmetrized. It is also understood in equation (51) that one apply equation (39) to eliminate
the time derivative of Qa.
7.6 Main theorem
The homogeneity of the propagation equations for the various zero-quantities implies, from the
uniqueness of symmetric hyperbolic systems that if the zero-quantities vanish on some initial
hypersurface S⋆ then they will also vanish at later times. We summarise the analysis of the
previous subsections in the following statement:
Theorem 1. A solution
(ea
µ,Γi
j
k,Γ0
0
k,Γi
0
j , Eab, Bab,Ψab,Φab,Πab, ρ)
to the system of evolution equations given, respectively, by equations (22), (23), (28), (30), (36),
(37), (32a), (33),(34) and (13b) with initial data satisfying the conditions
Σa
b
c = 0, ∆
d
abc = 0, Fabc = 0,
on an initial hypersurface S⋆ implies a solution to the Einstein-matter frame equations (19a)-
(19d).
Remark 17. As a consequence of Lemma 1 it follows that the solution the Einsteinmatter frame
equations implies, in turn, a solution to the standard Einstein-matter field equations (8).
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8 Matter models
We will in the following exemplify the previous discussion with a number of particular matter
models. We shall also note that although the equations given in the following resembles those
found in [15], the treatment of the propagation of constraints for dust or perfect fluid was not
treated therein. We fill this gap in this paper.
8.1 Dust
The simplest case is of course that of dust. In this case Πab = 0 and the expression for the
energy-momentum tensor, equation (9), reduces to
Tab = ρuaub.
Furthermore, as there are no internal interactions, each dust particle follows a geodesic —i.e the
following hold
aa = 0, Γ0
c
b = 0.
Consequently, equation (13b) reduces to
ua∇aρ = −ρχ (53)
and equation (23) takes the form
∂0Γi
a
b = −ΓdcbΓid0 − Cabi0. (54)
Also, we have that Zabc = 0. Thus, the discussion of the Z-tensor and its evolution equations
are irrelevant —i.e. there is no need for the construction of an auxiliary field. The evolution
equations for the Weyl tensor reduce to
uc∇cEab − ǫaefDfBbe = − 12κρχba − Eacχbc + 2Ebcχca − 2Eabχcc + 16κρhabχcc
− Ecdhabχcd + ǫcdefBbehafχcd + ǫdfaubBefχde,
(55)
and,
ud∇dBab +DfE(bdǫa)df = 12Bbdχad + 12Badχbd +Bbdχda +Badχdb − 2Babχdd
− 12Ef cǫbdcuaχdf − 12Ef cǫadcubχdf −Bdfhabχdf .
(56)
Thus, equations (22), (54), (55), (56) and (53) provide the symmetric hyperbolic evolution equa-
tions for the fields eµa, Γi
a
b, Eab, Bab and ρ, respectively.
8.2 Perfect fluid
Before we discuss the details of a perfect fluid, we shall briefly review some important quantities
in relativistic thermodynamics.
Given a material withN different particle species, nA denote the number density of a particular
species, where A = {1, 2, ..., N}. Furthermore, we denote by s the entropy density. The energy
density of the system is a function of these quantities —i.e. we have
ρ = f (s, n1, n2, ..., nN ) . (57)
The function f is called the equation of state of the system. Finally, the first law of Thermody-
namics is given by,
dρ = Tds+ µAdnA, (58)
where,
T ≡
(
∂ρ
∂s
)
nA
, µA ≡
(
∂ρ
∂nA
)
s
,
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denotes the temperature and chemical potential, respectively. In what follows we shall consider
a simple perfect fluid — i.e a fluid of only one type of particles (A = 1) and with an energy
momentum tensor with
Πab = phab. (59)
Consequently, we have
Π{ab} = puaub, Π = 3p,
where p denote the pressure and is defined by
p ≡ nµ− ρ. (60)
Throughout we shall assume an equation of state of the form given by (57) with A = 1 and the
law of particle conservation —i.e.
ua∇an = −nχ. (61)
With these assumptions, equations (24a) and (24b) reduce to the well known Einstein-Euler
equations, given by
ubu
a∇ap+∇bp = − (ρ+ p) ab, (62a)
ua∇aρ = − (ρ+ p)χ. (62b)
It follows from equations (60), (62b), (61) and (58) that the fluid is adiabatic —i.e we have
ua∇as = 0. (63)
From the above discussion it follows that equation (28) takes the form
3∂0Γ0
0
i − ηjk∂iΓj0k = −2aiχ+ ajχij − ∂jΓj0i + Γjkiχkj − Γjjkχik
− 1
ρ
(R0ip+ 2paiχ)− Γj00χji − Γ00iχ
+ Γ0
j
iΓ0
0
j + η
jkΓi
l
jΓl
0
k + η
jkΓi
l
kΓj
0
l..
(64)
Similarly, equation (30) takes the form
∂0Γi
0
j − ∂iΓ00j = 2
ρ
R[j
kphi]k + 2χk[iχj]
k +
4
ρ
(
µa[jni] + nTa[jsi]
)−R0i0j
− Γk0iΓjk0 − ΓjkiΓ00k − Γi00aj + Γj00ai
+ Γ0
k
iΓk
0
j + Γ0
k
jΓi
0
k + Γ0
k
iΓ0
0
k − Γ0kjΓ00k.,
(65)
where we have defined
sa ≡ ∇as, na ≡ ∇an.
The corresponding evolution equations are obtained by using equations (63) and (61),
ua∇asb = −sa (χba + aaub) , (66a)
ua∇anb = −nbχ− n∇bχ− na (χba + aaub) . (66b)
Now, writing equations (32a) and (32b) in terms of the above definitions we obtain
Ψab = χba − hab (ρ+ p)
(
1− ν2)χ+ habµnχ, (67a)
Φab = −ǫadb (ρ+ p) ad − ǫacdχcdpub, (67b)
where we have used equation (60) and the definition of µ to obtain,
ua∇ap = (ρ+ p)
(
1− ν2)χ− µnχ. (68)
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Finally, the evolution equations for Eab and Bab are obtained by substituting equations (67a),
(67b) and (59) into the equations (36) and (37)
uc∇cEab − ǫacdDdBbc = −2acu(aEb)c + acǫbcdBad − 2κa(bua)p+ κpχ[ab] + 12κχba
− 12κρχba + Eacχbc + 2Ebcχca − 2Eabχcc − 16κhabχcc
+ 16κρhabχ
c
c + ǫaceubBd
eχcd − Ecdhabχcd,
(69)
ud∇dBab −DfE(adǫb)df = − 12adEbf ǫadf − 12adEaf ǫbdf − adubBad − aduaBbd + 12Bbdχad
+ 12Badχb
d +Bbdχ
d
a +Badχ
d
b − 2Babχdd − 12Ef cǫbdcuaχdf
− 12Efcǫadcubχdf − Bdfhabχdf + 14κǫbdfuapχdf + 14κǫadfubpχdf .
(70)
Equations (22), (23), (64), (65), (69), (70), (68), (62b), (66b), (66a), (63) and (61) provide the
symmetric hyperbolic system for the fields (eµa, Γi
j
k, Γ0
0
k, Γi
0
j , Eab, Ba,b, p, ρ, si,ni,s,n)
respectively.
8.3 Elastic matter
The following discussion follows the treatment of relativistic elasticity found in [4].
The energy density of the elastic system is given by
ρ = nǫ, (71)
where ǫ is the stored energy function of the system. It can be shown2 that the elastic energy-
momentum tensor in frame coordinates can be put on the form of equation (9) with an energy
density as given by (71) and
Πab ≡ 2ρηab + 2nτABΛAaΛBb, (72)
where τAB denotes the relativistic Cauchy stress tensor and is defined by
τAB ≡ ∂ǫ
∂hAB
,
where hAB is the strain tensor defined by
hAB ≡ ΛAaΛBbηab.
The particle density number n is also defined in terms of these fields — i.e. we have that
n2 ≡ 1
6
det
(
hAB
)
.
Thus, the components ΛAa is the fundamental material field of the theory (see the Appendix
for more details). We shall, however, not write explicit equations for these fields, but rather
use the formalism described in the main part of the paper. Hence, the information regarding
Λa
A is encoded in the tensor Πab by equation (72). Consequently, the symmetric hyperbolic
system for the fields (eµa, Γi
j
k, Γ0
0
k, Γi
0
j , Eab, Ba,b, Ψab, Φab, Πab, ρ) are respectively given
by equations (22), (23), (28), (30), (36),(37), (32a), (33),(34) and (13b). Equations (13a) and
(32b) are considered constraint equations.
2See Appendix A.
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9 Concluding remarks
As stressed previously, we have developed first order symmetric hyperbolic evolution equations
for a wide range of matter models which solves the Einstein equations. Our formalism should thus
be applicable to the development of a theory of Neutron stars as an relativistic elastic system.
In this case one would proceed as with the perfect fluid case: one need to write the tensor Π
in terms of its trace and trace-free part and provide equations for n and ǫ to close the system.
The latter is likely obtained from thermodynamical considerations. In addition it is necessary to
provide an equation for σ in terms of lower order terms.
The treatment given in this paper is sufficiently general that showing symmetric hyperbolicity
for a given matter model coupled to the Einstein equations, is reduced to the simple task of
showing that the system admits an energy momentum tensor on the form (9) satisfying (10b)
and (10a). It is understood that an equation for ρ and σ is provided.
A The frame components of elastic energy-momentum ten-
sor
In the following let B be a 3-dimentional manifold representing the ensemble of particles making
up the elastic body. The key object in relativistic elasticity is a map
φ :M→ B,
such that if x = (xµ) and X = (XM ) are, respectively, coordinates on the spacetime and body
manifold we then have
φM (xµ) = XM .
As the manifolds M and B have, respectively, dimension 4 and 3, the map φ is non-injective
(one-to-one). In the following it will be assumed that the inverse image φ−1(X) of a point on
B with coordinates X = (XM ) is a timelike curve on M. We denote the tangent vector to the
curve γ : R→M with γ ≡ φ−1(X) by u. If we assume γ to be parametrised by its proper time,
then we have that
g(u,u) = −1.
The curve γ describes the worldline of the particle of the point on B with coordinates X.
The map φ represents the configuration of the elastic body. This means that φ associates to
each spacetime event a material particle. In other words, φ relates the physical state of a material
body with the notion of an event in spacetime. The deformation of the elastic body is represented
by the deformation gradient, defined by in terms of the coordinates at M and B by
φMµ = ∂µφ
M .
For a fixed value of the coordinate indices on the body manifold, the components φMµ give rise
to a covector field φMa on M satisfying the condition
φMau
a = 0.
We introduce the strain of the material by applying the push-forward to the inverse metric tensor
gµν on M. Its the components are given by
hMN ≡ φMµφNνgµν .
The body manifold is equipped with a volume form VABC which allows us to construct a scalar
function n interpreted as the particle density number of the material via the relation
n2 =
1
3!
det
(
hMN
)
.
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This interpretation of n is found reasonable by the observation that the equation for particle
conservation hold —that is, one has that
∇µ (nuµ) = 0.
In order to formulate a frame version of the energy momentum tensor of a relativistic elastic
material, we begin by consider a frame {EA} on B with associated coframe {ΩB}. As we have
not introduced a metric on B, we do not assume any orthonormality condition on the frame and
coframe.
The map φ, defines the pullback φ∗ which can be used to pull-back the coframe to M. More
precisely, one has that
ΛB ≡ φ∗ΩB, ΛBa = 〈ΛB , ea〉.
As the map φ is surjective and has maximal rank, the set of covectors {ΛB} is linearly indepen-
dent. The fields {ΛBa} will be used, in the sequel, to describe the configuration of the material
body. The coefficients ΛAa are orthogonal with respect to u
a —that is
ΛAau
a = 0.
We denote the determinant of the frame field as e. It is related to the determinant of the
metric tensor by e =
√−g. Furthermore, we have
δe = ωa
µδeµa, (73a)
δΛAa = Λ
A
µδea
µ. (73b)
In the above δ is understood as an infinitesimal variation. More precicely, for a function f we
have,
δf ≡ ∂f
∂xµ
δxµ.
Equation (73a) can be obtained by using Jacobi’s formula for a square matrix given by,
∂ det(A)
∂Aµν
= det(A)(A−1)µν ,
and recalling that ωaµ = (e
−1)aµ. Equation (73b) follows form observing that
ΛAa = Λ
A
µea
µ,
∂ea
ν
∂ecµ
= δcaδ
ν
µ.
In terms of the above fields we construct a Lagrangian on the form L = L
(
ΛAb, ea
µ
)
. The action
thus reads
S =
∫
L (ΛAb, eaµ) d4x,
where we have defined the Lagrangian density
L (ΛAb, eaµ) ≡ eL (ΛAb, eaµ) .
The variation of the action yields
δS =
∫ (
∂e
∂eaµ
δea
µL+ e
∂L
∂eaµ
δea
µ + e
∂L
∂ΛAb
δΛAb
)
d4x
=
∫ (
ωaµL+
∂L
∂eaµ
+
∂L
∂ΛAa
ΛAµ
)
eδea
µd4x
=
∫
T aµeδeaµd4x,
where we have made use of equations (73a) and (73b) and defined
T aµ ≡ ωaµL+ ∂L
∂eaµ
+
∂L
∂ΛAa
ΛAµ.
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By multiplying with ec
µηac, and applying the chain rule to the second term, we obtain
T ab = ηabL+ 2 ∂L
∂ΛAa
ΛAcη
bc. (74)
Assuming that the Lagrangian may be written on the form (see [26] for details)
L = ρ = nǫ,
we find that
∂L
∂ΛAb
= n
∂ǫ
∂hAB
∂hAB
∂ΛAb
+ ǫ
∂n
∂ΛAb
with
∂hAB
∂ΛDa
= 2ηacΛ(Acδ
B)
D,
∂n
∂ΛDa
= nhABη
acΛ(Acδ
B)
d.
Substituting the above expressions back into equation (74) we find an expression for the compo-
nents of the energy-momentum tensor of the form
Tab = nǫηab +Πab (75)
where, in the following, Πab will be known as the components of the Cauchy stress tensor and is
given by
Πab ≡ 2nτABΛAaΛBb + ǫnhABΛAaΛBb. (76)
We further make the reasonable assumption that
hab = hABΛ
A
aΛ
B
b,
where hab as usual denotes the frame components of the projector metric. To show that this
is reasonable, we note the following: the equation holds identically both under multiplication of
ua and ηcaΛCa — in the latter case, one has to invoke the definition of hAB on the right hand
side of the equation to show this. Secondly, on a spatial hypersurface S ∈ M the map φ is a
diffeomorphism which implies that the object hab defined on S is physically equivalent to the
corresponding object defined on B via φ. Using this assumption in (76) we obtain the desired
form of the energy momentum tensor. Namely, one has that
Tab = ρuaub +Πab, (77)
with
Πab ≡ 2ρηab + 2nτABΛAaΛBb. (78)
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